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The problem of fake news detection is becoming increasingly interesting for several
research fields. Different approaches have been proposed, based on either the content of
the news itself or the context and properties of its spread over time, specifically on social
media. In the literature, it does not exist a widely accepted general-purpose dataset for fake
news detection, due to the complexity of the task and the increasing ability to produce fake
news appearing credible in particular moments. In this paper, we propose a methodology
to collect and label news pertinent to specific topics and subjects. Our methodology focuses
on collecting data from social media about real-world events which are known to trigger
fake news. We propose a labelling method based on crowdsourcing that is fast, reliable,
and able to approximate expert human annotation. The proposed method exploits both
the content of the data (i.e., the texts) and contextual information about fake news for a
particular real-world event. The methodology is applied to collect and annotate the
Notre-Dame Fire Dataset and to annotate part of the PHEME dataset. Evaluation is per-
formed with fake news classifiers based on Transformers and fine-tuning. Results show
that context-based annotation outperforms traditional crowdsourcing out-of-context
annotation.

� 2022 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Given the social and political impact of disinformation and misinformation, fake news detection has become a widely
researched topic. The interest in fake news and rumours has grown considerably in the last few years [1]. The problem
has been analyzed from several different perspectives, including Natural Language Processing (NLP), Data Mining (DM) and
Social Network Analysis (SNA).

One of the most widely accepted definitions of fake news, given by [2], refers to ‘‘a news article that is intentionally and
verifiably false”. On the other hand, rumours are often referred to as ‘‘circulating stories of questionable veracity, which are
apparently credible but hard to verify, and produce sufficient skepticism and/or anxiety” [3]. We can argue that this
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definition is relevant for fake news as well, especially in the context of social media. Pieces of misinformation or disinforma-
tion that we can generally refer to as fake news are in fact mostly spread through social media platforms such as Facebook
and Twitter, often in the form of posts linking to fake articles or decontextualized news used deceitfully. This is especially
true in the case of real-world events. Such events are in fact a fertile ground for the spread of false or unverified information.
For example, during the catastrophic fire that struck the Notre-Dame De Paris Cathedral in April 2019, several fake news
were spread on social media, suggesting that it was caused by an act of terrorism perpetrated by Islamic extremist groups
or by the so-called ‘‘yellow vests” movement.

Authors in [4] broadly identify two main approaches to fake news detection, namely content-based and context-based.
Content-based approaches focus on shallow linguistic features such as self-reference, rhetorical structures and punctuation
[5,6], and content-specific features to perform classification [7–10]. However, such features may not be consistent across
media and news type [10], thus being not very useful in applications as well as for detecting fake news that are very similar
to real ones. Context-based approaches, on the contrary, rely heavily on the social aspect of fake news, such as user reactions
[11] and propagation structures [12].

In the last few years, transfer learning techniques have imposed themselves as the dominant paradigm in NLP also thanks
to the introduction of the Transformer architecture and models such as BERT [13]. These systems leverage general linguistic
knowledge acquired by unsupervised neural language models and are further fine-tuned to specific tasks and domains. As
these models have few (and even zero) shot learning capabilities [14], the amount of data required to learn a specific task
becomes much less relevant compared to their quality in describing the task itself. Therefore, the cornerstone to successfully
address a downstream task now resides in developing reliable techniques to collect and label small but high-quality
datasets.

Detecting fake news is a highly subjective task, and varies widely depending on when and where the fake news are pro-
duced and propagated (e.g., for specific topics or events, spread through social media). In addition, detecting fake news at the
right moment is crucial. Once a piece of fake news becomes too widespread, the problem moves from its identification to its
subsequent debunking. Thus, this aspect must be taken into account when creating machine learning models that deal with
fake news detection, and specifically when identifying or creating reliable datasets for their training.

Two main observations can be made in this regard. On the one hand, while content-based models trained on general-
purpose datasets may be suitable for easy-to-detect fake news and for performing their early detection, they may perform
worse when used to discover domain-dependent and topic-dependent fake news. According to [15], adapting language mod-
els to tasks and domains is expected to improve the system performances. We can argue that also for fake news, it is prefer-
able to train models on more focused and possibly smaller datasets referring to particular topics or events. Such focused
datasets are in fact more likely to contain highly informative features about the event triggering the fake news, thereby
improving their identification.

On the other hand, it is important to take into account the trade-off between the speed to create a labelled dataset and the
quality of its annotation. Both ends of this spectrum have been explored in the literature. For example, some of the available
datasets have been annotated with a completely automatic process, either by looking at features such as URLs or by exploit-
ing the wisdom of the crowds via crowdsourcing experiments. While potentially noisy, this is clearly the fastest way to per-
form the labelling. Conversely, other datasets aimed to provide a highly reliable annotation that has been assessed and
validated by expert fact-checkers, such as the one proposed in [16]. In this case, the annotation quality is superior, but at
the cost of time.

To sum up, the new generation of NLP applications based on fine-tuning pre-trained language models, and the nature
itself of fake news suggest that further improvements in their automatic detection may come from having small but
high-quality event-dependent annotated datasets. In this paper, we propose a methodology to collect and label datasets
for specific topics and events that attempts to address the trade-off between the annotation quality and the speed of the
overall dataset creation process. Our approach consists of two steps: i) social media are harvested to gather data about a
specific event and obtain posts and news articles that potentially propagate fake news about it; ii) the collected data are then
labelled with a crowdsourced contextualized method, that is, annotators are provided with a small set of already known fake
news to better identify and contextualize other (new) real and fake news.

In order to evaluate the quality of this annotation methodology, we use a classification model that learns the real/fake
news distinction from the collected labels. Specifically, we fine-tune a Transformer language model and compare its perfor-
mances with respect to i) a model based on the same architecture but trained on standard (and less polished) crowdsourced
data and ii) expert-level fact-checked annotations.

We show that our method of contextualized crowdsourcing can approximate the performances of an expert human anno-
tator. This is particularly interesting because in real-world scenarios the availability of labelled data is scarce. Thus, being
able to exploit a small set of crowdsourced data to effectively learn the distinction between real and fake news on a specific
topic is particularly important.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present an overview of current fake news and rumours
datasets available for research purposes. Section 3 describes our proposed methodology for collecting and effectively label-
ling datasets. Section 4 presents a dataset created and labelled according to the proposed method and Section 5 shows sev-
eral experiments aimed at demonstrating the advantage of adopting a contextualized crowdsourcing method to create
datasets suitable for training state-of-the-art classifiers. Specifically, in Section 5.1 we train and evaluate a state-of-the-
art classifier on the collected dataset; Section 5.2 explores how (and to which extent) even with small amounts of data anno-
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tated with the proposed methodology the classification performance improves; experiments in Section 5.3 challenge the
proposed annotation methodology on a different, simulated, dataset of fake news, to further assess its effectiveness. Finally,
Sections 6 and 7 discuss the results and draw some conclusions from the reported experiments.
2. Related Works

Fake news and rumour detection is a growing research area. Most works that focus on the detection problem often collect
their own data for in-house validation. Therefore, this field still lacks a high-quality benchmark dataset [4]. Several chal-
lenges have to be addressed when collecting data for fake news and rumour detection, such as the identification of relevant
data, their relative sparsity on social media and news websites, and current regulations concerning data access from social
media [1]. Nonetheless, efforts in this direction have been made, both for fake news articles and rumours on social media.

Social media have received a lot of attention not only for automated fact-checking but in the whole area of fake news and
rumour detection. For what concerns Facebook, as private user data are not available on the platform, researches focused on
public profiles, such as hyper-partisan and pseudo-scientific publishers. Several datasets have been collected and labelled,
with information concerning the actual news as well as likes and comments that such posts produced [17–19]. On the other
hand, a lot of attention has focused on Twitter, as collecting larger-scale datasets is easier. Most of theworks regarding Twitter
focus specifically on the collection and annotation of data for various rumour-related tasks (e.g., rumour detection, stance clas-
sification) and on the credibility of users in the platform [16,20,21]. However, not many efforts have been specifically devoted
to fake news (i.e., fake content based on news articles) on Twitter. One of the most popular repositories of fake news has been
proposed in [4]. The dataset incorporates both the content of the fake news and the social context where they have spread.

In recent years, social media have also sparked researches on computational fact-checking [22]. In this case, the main
focus is the collection of statements, especially from politicians and public figures, who are usually associated with a truth-
fulness rating as well as information regarding the context, and a brief description of the reason behind the assigned rating or
related news articles [23,24]. Given the difficulties in obtaining or creating large-scale datasets with these characteristics,
researchers in [25] instead proposed to alter Wikipedia sentences in order to automatically create false claims, opposed
to the original ones, and provide evidence in favour or against them. More recently, a large-scale dataset of social media
posts (tweets) and claims has been released in the context of the evaluation campaign CLEF 2020 with the CheckThat! task
[26]. This campaign has fostered new effective methods, mostly based on modelling the semantics of the texts, both by
exploiting other available datasets [27] and the sole task data [28].

The data collection strategy is also an important factor. The study in [29] describes two possible strategies for data col-
lection. In the top-down approach, a-priori knowledge about rumours and fake news is used to collect relevant data about
them in social media [7,30,31]. Conversely, in the bottom-up strategy, social media posts on breaking news are collected over
a specific period of time and then analyzed by expert annotators to find and label rumours or fake news [21].

From a detection point of view, as we have already mentioned in Section 1, the approaches are divided into two main
categories, namely context-based and content-based ones. Content-based approaches rely on the textual and linguistic cues
of deception. For example, the use of self-reference, swear words, and negative words have been proven effective for a wide
range of tasks where the intention of the author must be established. Context-based approaches are more varied and gen-
erally rely on ‘‘environmental” information, such as users’ characteristics, social network propagation patterns, and reactions
of other users to the news or posts. Most approaches proposed until a few years ago focused on the application of traditional
machine learning algorithms, such as Support Vector Machines (SVMs) [8,9,32–34], Decision Trees or Random Forests
[7,35,36], and Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) [16,37]. Nowadays, most state-of-the-art models rely on deep neural net-
works architectures. The main advantage of using these kinds of architectures is that they allow learning hidden represen-
tations from simpler inputs both in context and content variations [38], thus avoiding feature extraction and engineering
which are prominent and time-consuming in standard machine learning approaches. Both Recurrent and Convolutional Neu-
ral Networks have been proposed to solve the task of Fake News detection, as well as ensemble and hybrid approaches
[10,24,38–42]. Finally, the Transformer architecture and its transfer learning capabilities have proved to be effective for solv-
ing the fake news detection task obtaining state-of-the-art performances [43,44].
3. A new method for fake news data collection and annotation

To collect a high-quality dataset containing both real and fake news, we propose a hybrid strategy. In particular, our
methodology is bottom-up concerning the collected data, because social media posts and related news articles are collected
over a specific period of time and keywords. On the other hand, the labelling strategy is guided by a small set of a-priori fake
news related to the time-span and event at hand. This set of ‘‘fake seed news” is manually identified by performing an accu-
rate search in websites specialized in misinformation and disinformation, and provides the context for further crowd-
sourcing annotation, enhancing the labelling quality. In this regard, note that we do not assume the reliability of specific
data sources such as international news agencies. On the contrary, our assumption in collecting the ‘‘fake seed news” was
that we could consider as certainly fake only the fake news debunked by specialized services such as Snopes.1
1 https://www.snopes.com
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The hybrid choice is motivated by the fact that a purely bottom-up strategy with no prior knowledge requires the exper-
tise of annotators, and is both expensive and time-consuming. To work around the problem, the proposed labelling scheme
incorporates a top-down strategy that, starting from a small set of fake news, allows facing the annotation process with
crowdsourcing without sacrificing data quality, which remains comparable to that obtained through annotation by experi-
enced human users.

Fig. 1 shows the main steps of our method as a flowchart. In particular, it presents a first activity devoted to the identi-
fication of the subject of interest (e.g., a real-world event or a public figure), and two sub-processes aimed at (i) collecting
data and (ii) labelling a dataset containing social media data and news about the subject of interest in a given time-span. The
activities covered by the two sub-processes are detailed in the following sections.

3.1. Data Collection

Given a target event or subject, the dataset is collected starting from social media posts. Specifically, we chose to collect
social media posts and news articles linked in such posts. As for the data source, we opted for Twitter since it is one of the
most widely studied social networks, especially concerning rumours and fake news, and the platform offers fewer limita-
tions than other popular social networks.

A set of posts concerning a particular subject is identified and collected by searching for specific hashtags and keywords
related to the target event. From the whole dataset, we remove posts directly shared by international newspapers and news
agencies (i.e., shared on their account). However, in the case that the news is retweeted or shared by other users, it is kept in
the dataset and is subject to further annotation and verification. The retained tweets and news articles, which are supposed
to potentially contain fake news, represent the raw data for the topic-specific dataset.

Fig. 2 summarizes the activities performed in the Data collection sub-process.

3.2. Data annotation

The key assumption behind the labelling of our dataset is that integrating contextual knowledge in a crowdsourcing
experiment is essential to approximate expert human annotation. We call this approach in-context annotation.

We performed three annotations and rating tasks on the same data, intending to prove the added value of context. Tasks
are distinguished by the information provided (or accessible) to the raters during the labelling phase.

More specifically, two of them were conducted via crowdsourcing. In the former case, annotators were provided with
information on already known fake news about the subject at hand, while in the latter they were not. The possibility to
access already known fake news about the event is referred to as context in our experiments. We employed the Prolific2 plat-
form and we required the annotators to be English native speakers. Each labelling experiment has been conducted indepen-
dently of the other, thus annotators may or may not have participated in both tasks. The annotators were given a subset of
the whole dataset and a time limit to complete the annotation and be paid for it.

The third annotation has been performed by the authors with the intent of fact-checking each piece of content. In this
case, the annotator had no constraints on time and resources (i.e., the web).

The labelling methods are defined as follows:

Out-of-Context (OOC) Annotation: Given an article/post t related to the topic s, participants to a standard crowdsourcing
experiment are asked to decide whether t is real or fake, without any additional supporting information. This annotation
provides us with a baseline that assumes no prior knowledge of the participants regarding the event (or the fake news)
being presented to them. In this experiment, annotators are expected to use their own world knowledge, either in terms
of being familiar with the specific topic or with the problem of fake news (i.e., how they are written and/or how they are
spread). This annotation may help us in identifying fake news that are more easily distinguishable due to their surface
properties, such as typical linguistic cues or very low credibility of the information.
In-Context (IC) Annotation: Participants to a crowdsourcing experiment are asked to label a post or article as fake or real
news. In this task, annotators are also given a manually selected list of known false news. The list contains the fake seed
news for the subject of analysis, in the form of source tweets/articles, or a brief description of the fake news. This set of fake
news is assumed to have been officially debunked to ascertain their falsity. Notably, these fake news may or may not be in
the data presented to them, or may have a slightly different phrasing. Given an article/post t related to a topic (event or
public figure) s, and a list Fs of known fake news about s, participants have to decide if t is a piece of fake news or not. By
providing annotators with contextual information on specific fake posts, we expect them to better recognize the fake
news in general, including more complex and harder to identify ones.
Manually fact-checked (MFC) annotation: One of the authors manually fact-checked each piece of information to assess
its truthfulness by considering both the known fake news and additional sources on the web, sometimes also tracing back
the news to its origin.
2 https://www.prolific.co
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Fig. 1. Flowchart of the proposed method.

Fig. 2. Flowchart of the Data collection sub-process.
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The comparison among the three approaches to collect data about fake news is also useful to shed new light on the var-
ious levels of complexity of the phenomenon. In particular, some fake news are expected to be easily identifiable from their
surface characteristics while others require deeper knowledge and analysis. Different degrees of deceitfulness are therefore
expected to emerge by contrasting the three methods above. For example, the fake news identified in the OOC annotation
task are arguably recognizable by their surface properties or highly implausible content, while other news can be identified
only by fact-checking several information or by investigating on the flow the news followed before being spread in social
media.

Fig. 3 describes the whole Data labelling sub-process. Notably, the activities highlighted in blue show our proposal for a
labelling scheme that leverages contextual information to provide annotators with more knowledge about the fake news (IC
annotation). The remaining blocks describe the activities performed to obtain comparative data, namely the OOC annotation
and the MFC one. These activities serve respectively as a baseline (i.e., a standard crowdsourcing approach) and as an optimal
(i.e., a gold standard) resource to be compared with our proposed labelling scheme.

In the following section, we exemplify this methodology with the collection and labelling of fake news about the Notre-
Dame Fire in 2019.
4. The Notre-Dame Fire Dataset

The Notre-Dame Fire (NDF) Dataset3 includes news articles and tweets produced during the Notre-Dame fire of April 2019.
We selected this event as our case study for two reasons: (i) it had a worldwide resonance and (ii) it was subject to the creation
and spread of several fake news, thus being an appropriate candidate for evaluating our methodology. NDF is a subset of the
whole dataset about the topic obtained with the data collection methodology proposed in Section 3.1. This subset was labelled
via crowdsourcing on Prolific according to the methodology proposed in Section 3.2. Specifically, all contents provided in the
NDF were annotated twice via crowdsourcing (out-of-context and in-context) and then manually fact-checked by one of the
authors. The resulting output is a dataset provided with three levels of annotation, one for each rating task, where the final label
for each item and task consists in the majority vote (for the crowdsourcing experiments) or the fact-checked decision (for the
manually-fact-checked annotation).

Table 1 shows a sample of the information provided in the NDF dataset, while Tables 2 and 3 summarize the non-
aggregated rating details of each task (OOC and IC) for the texts provided in Table 1. Tables 2 and 3 are connected to Table 1
via text ID. Note that the non-aggregated ratings are the absolute number of raters who actually voted for the corresponding
class during the annotation process. The non-aggregated ratings are provided as part of the dataset for further analyses on
fake news and their specific linguistic and contextual characteristics.
3 The dataset is available at https://github.com/Unipisa/NDFDataset.
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Fig. 3. Flowchart of the Data labelling sub-process.

Table 1
Sample from the NDF dataset. The provided annotation layers correspond to manually-fact-checked (MFC), in-context (IC) and out-of-context (OOC).

id text MFC IC OOC data-type

012 Fox News host Shepard Smith abruptly cut off a French government official describing the
burning of the Notre Dame cathedral after he suggested that the blaze may not have been
accidental. . .

Fake Fake Fake article

013 While the cause of the Notre Dame fire is unknown, theres a lot of noise in the catholic press
about churches being targeted in France. . .

Fake Fake Real tweet

Table 2
Non-aggregated OOC task ratings provided with the NDF
dataset.

id fake rates real rates

012 14 6
013 7 13

Table 3
Non-aggregated IC task ratings provided with the NDF dataset.

id fake rates real rates

012 18 2
013 14 6
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Overall, the dataset includes 568 texts, and in particular 87 articles and 481 tweets. This imbalance is due to the fact that
we wanted to maintain, for the labelled subset, the same proportion between tweets and articles found in the whole col-
lected data. However, while the data types are quite unbalanced in terms of the number of documents, they are more bal-
anced with respect to the number of tokens, with 17,387 tweet tokens and 21,456 article tokens, for a total of 38,843.

Both crowdsourcing OOC and IC annotation tasks involved 20 participants. In OOC annotation, participants were asked to
decide whether the text was propagating or not a piece of fake news without any supporting information. In the IC one, they
were provided with the text (tweet or article) along with a list of already known fake news about the target event. As antic-
ipated in Section 3, this set of fake seed news was manually identified on specialized websites. Specifically, we identified a
set of 7 fake news that were spread and officially debunked early during the Notre Dame fire. In this case, participants were
asked to decide whether the text was propagating one (or more) of the fake news. The two annotation methods produced
rather different results in assigning the final class (fake, real) to each text piece. To assign the final class, we used the majority
662
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vote. Given the even number of participants for each text, in some cases (10 rates per class) such an assignment is actually
impossible. We can argue that these items convey a high level of uncertainty: it is not possible, with the data at hand, to
decide if a particular text is spreading or not a fake news.

Finally, an additional level of annotation was added, in which one of the authors manually fact-checked each text to
assess its truthfulness. In this case, both known fake news and additional sources on the web were used for fact-
checking. Such level of annotation is obviously the most reliable one because the news are traced back to their origin, when
possible, and therefore represent a sort of upper-level reference point to evaluate the quality of the crowdsourced data. We
compared the three annotation levels on the NDF dataset and we noticed that, as expected, the class assignment varies, espe-
cially on the most difficult - hard to detect - fake news. Fig. 4 reports the class distribution across the annotation tasks. The
rings, from innermost to outermost, correspond to the out-of-context (OOC), in-context (IC) and manually-fact-checked
(MFC) annotation levels.

Fig. 5 shows the correlation among the three rating methods. This analysis aims to compare the correlation between the
two labelling schemes (i.e., OOC and IC) and an expert human annotation (MFC). It is worth observing that the IC annotation
is more strongly correlated to the MFC annotation than the OOC one. This proves the positive contribution of the seed fake
news provided to the annotators during the labelling in obtaining results that are more similar to those of expert human
annotation.

As noted above, the manually fact-checked annotation is arguably the most reliable one. This is because the final class
was assigned by thoroughly evaluating each news with respect to its content and additional sources as well as by tracing
back it to its source to assess its veracity. This allows us to evaluate how raters behave differently based on the information
they had available, that is with or without some context fake news. Figs. 6 and 7 show the number of misclassified items in
the two annotation experiments, with respect to the manually fact-checked data. In the OOC annotation, participants tend to
confuse fake news with real ones. This behaviour is expected because some of the fake news appear credible or deceitful
from a surface-based aspect. On the contrary, in the IC annotation, participants appear biased towards fake news, as they
tend to confuse more real news with fake ones.
5. Evaluating the IC annotation method

In this section, we show several experiments that were carried out to test the effectiveness of our method. In Section 5.1,
we present and discuss the effect of the different annotation methods on the performance of state-of-the-art classifiers using
the Notre-Dame Fire dataset. We also show in Section 5.2 how even with a small amount of training data, the IC method
outperforms the OOC method. Interestingly, the difference between the performances achieved by the classifiers trained
with the IC and OOC methods, respectively, becomes larger as the number of training data annotated with the proposed
IC method increases. In Section 5.3, we show the results of the experimentation of the IC method on another dataset, namely
the PHEME dataset, which allows us to test its robustness and effectiveness on other contexts and events different from the
ones used in the first dataset.

5.1. Performance of state-of-the-art classifiers

The first group of experiments has been performed on the NDF Dataset. It is aimed at evaluating how well the IC anno-
tation method can approximate a manually fact-checked approach. In order to investigate the effect of the various annota-
tion strategy on the performance of state-of-the-art classifiers, we fine-tune two BERT [13] classifiers, one for each type of
annotated data (i.e., OOC and IC), and evaluate their performances to predict the labels provided by the manual fact-checked
annotation. This allows us to evaluate how well a system trained on each specific scheme can actually predict the ‘‘correct”
fact-checked labels.

For each experiment, we removed from the datasets the instances for which it was not possible to determine a member-
ship class (i.e., the data that received even ratings). This is the reason why the two classes have a slightly different size and
distribution in the two experiments. In particular, the OOC dataset contains 546 instances (177 Fake and 369 Real news) and
the IC dataset contains 554 instances (216 Fake and 338 Real news). We performed stratified 10-fold cross-validation in such
a way that the proportion between instances belonging to Fake and Real classes is approximately equal in all the folds.

We used a bert-base-uncased pre-trained model and fine-tuned it on our data. We evaluated the validation loss dur-
ing training and verified that after 2 epochs the model started to overfit. We used a batch size of 8 due to computational
limitations. The learning rate was set to 2e-5 following [13]. The other parameters were left to their default configuration
in the huggingface4 implementation.

Tables 4 and 5 show the performances obtained by two BERT classifiers when trained on data produced with the OOC and
IC annotation paradigms. Despite the similar overall accuracy, significant differences can be observed between the two
experiments for some measures, such as their ability to recognize fake news (recall on the Fake class).

Figs. 8 and 10 refer, respectively, to the OOC and the IC experiment, and contain the ROC curve as well as the AUC for each
test fold.
4 https://huggingface.co/
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Fig. 4. Class distribution across the annotation tasks. The rings, from innermost to outermost, are the OOC, IC and MFC annotation levels. Blue regions
represent real news, while orange ones represent fake news. Gray areas are data-points for which it was not possible to obtain a majority vote in a given
rating task.

Fig. 5. Correlation among the rating tasks.
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Moreover, we performed an additional experiment to evaluate the behaviour of the classifiers when they are fed with
already known fake news along with the available dataset. Specifically, we added for each training fold 7 instances belonging
to the Fake class and corresponding to the context provided to the raters in the IC rating task. As expected, the presence of
such instances improved the performance of the classifier trained with the IC dataset given the boost attributed to the
minority class. For the same reasons, we expected an improvement - albeit minor - of the classifier trained with the OOC
dataset, but we noticed that, in this case, the performances degrade, probably due to the different linguistic cues and com-
plexity of the data-points already present in the training set. Consequently, the classifier lost in generalization capability on
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Fig. 6. OOC ratings wrt the MFC ones.

Fig. 7. IC ratings wrt the MFC ones.

Table 4
Performance obtained by the BERT classifier trained
with the OOC annotated dataset.

metric score

accuracy 0.823
weighted avg precision 0.831
weighted avg recall 0.823
weighted avg f1-score 0.823
macro avg precision 0.786
macro avg recall 0.783
macro avg f1-score 0.779
class Real precision 0.881
class Real recall 0.873
class Real f1-score 0.875
class Fake precision 0.692
class Fake recall 0.693
class Fake f1-score 0.682
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the fake news class. Tables 6 and 7 show the results obtained by adding contextual fake news and the difference D (positive
or negative) with respect to the corresponding classifier trained without adding them.

Finally, assuming that the classification agreement (i.e., the attribution of the same label across the rating tasks) can be
considered as an indicator of the degree of complexity of fake news, we performed the following additional experiment. We
divided our dataset into two groups, namely the highly reliable and the highly uncertain one. The news for which we had
maximum confidence about the classification (i.e., the data-points with the same label for the three rating tasks) fall in
the first group, as they can be considered highly reliable. The second group consists of news differently labelled across
the tasks, which, contrasting with the first group, are supposed to be more uncertain and hard to classify. In the last exper-
iment, we trained the classifier on reliable news only and we tested it on the uncertain ones. This experiment is intended as a
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Table 5
Performance obtained by the BERT classifier trained
with the IC annotated dataset.

metric score

accuracy 0.824
weighted avg precision 0.843
weighted avg recall 0.824
weighted avg f1-score 0.828
macro avg precision 0.792
macro avg recall 0.817
macro avg f1-score 0.797
class Real precision 0.911
class Real recall 0.835
class Real f1-score 0.870
class Fake precision 0.673
class Fake recall 0.799
class Fake f1-score 0.725

Fig. 8. ROC curves and AUCs obtained by the BERT classifier trained with the OOC annotated dataset.
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sort of ‘‘stress test” in which we employ the best training set for learning the model, which is then tested on a very challeng-
ing set, composed of items for which also humans fail the classification.

We can argue that specific kinds of fake news remain difficult to classify both by human raters and automatic state-of-
the-art classifiers. In fact, we can observe that in this scenario the performances deteriorate significantly, as shown in Fig. 9.
5.2. The effect of increasing training data annotated with the IC method

In this experiment, we aim to present how even a small quantity of data annotated with the IC method is enough to
improve fake news identification with respect to OOC annotated data and how this improvement increases with the increas-
ing of the size of the training set.

To this aim, we simulated a scenario in which the number of the data-points used in the training set increases over time.
We split the NDF dataset into 10 nearly equal-sized folds fA;B;C;D; E; F;G;H; I; Jg and we performed a 10-fold cross-
validation. For each test fold and for each r 2 ½1::9�, we trained the model with all the possible combinations of r training
folds. For example, let us assume that partition A is the test fold. When we considered r ¼ 1, that is, only one fold in the train-
ing set, we trained 9 models with, respectively, folds B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, and J, and we computed the average of the perfor-
mance metrics of the learned models on A. When we considered two folds in the training set (i.e. r ¼ 2) we trained 36 models
with, respectively, all the combinations of 2 folds in fB;C;D; E; F;G;H; I; Jg and we computed the average of the performance
metrics on A. Formally, for each test fold and for each r, we trained 9!

r!ð9�rÞ! models and we computed the average of the per-
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Fig. 10. ROC curves and AUCs obtained by the BERT classifier trained with the IC annotated dataset.

Fig. 9. BERT classifier trained on highly reliable data-points and tested on highly uncertain ones.
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formance metrics for the learned models on the test fold. Finally, for each r, we averaged the performance metrics obtained
in the ten test folds. Fig. 11 displays average Precision, Recall and F1-Score against increasing values of r for the OOC and IC
models.

From an implementation point of view, we used overall the same strategy used in Section 5.1. We started from a bert-

base-uncased pre-trained model and fine-tuned it on our task. Given the high number of models to be trained for the
experiment, and in order to speed up the computation, we chose to exploit a more powerful computing machine that
allowed us increasing the batch size to 16. All the other parameters, including the learning rate (2e-5), are the same.
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Table 6
Performance obtained by the BERT classifier trained with the OOC
dataset + seven known fake news.

metric score D

accuracy 0.804 �1:9%
weighted avg precision 0.818 �1:3%
weighted avg recall 0.804 �1:9%
weighted avg f1-score 0.800 �2:3%
macro avg precision 0.768 �1:8%
macro avg recall 0.766 �1:7%
macro avg f1-score 0.752 �2:7%
class Real precision 0.871 �1:0%
class Real recall 0.862 �1:1%
class Real f1-score 0.862 �1:3%
class Fake precision 0.664 �2:8%
class Fake recall 0.671 �2:2%
class Fake f1-score 0.643 �3:9%

Table 7
Performance obtained by the BERT classifier trained with the IC dataset
+ seven known fake news.

metric score D

accuracy 0.849 þ2:5%
weighted avg precision 0.865 þ2:2%
weighted avg recall 0.849 þ2:5%
weighted avg f1-score 0.852 þ2:4%
macro avg precision 0.817 þ2:5%
macro avg recall 0.848 þ3:1%
macro avg f1-score 0.826 þ2:9%
class Real precision 0.933 þ2:2%
class Real recall 0.847 þ1:2%
class Real f1-score 0.887 þ1:7%
class Fake precision 0.700 þ2:7%
class Fake recall 0.849 þ5:0%
class Fake f1-score 0.765 þ4:0%

Fig. 11. Precision, Recall and F1-score against increasing values of r for the OOC and IC models.
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Fig. 11 clearly shows that the IC annotation achieves better performances with a lower number of annotated examples
than the OOC one. Moreover, we point out that the differences between the IC and the OOC methods tend to increase, espe-
cially in Recall and F-Score, with the increase of the number of folds considered in the training set. Overall, this experiment
provides further evidence that the IC requires less training data to achieve better performances than OOC data.
5.3. Performance on a simulated dataset

In the previous sections, we have discussed the application of the IC method on the Notre-Dame Fire dataset. In this sec-
tion, we investigate its behaviour on a different dataset, to test the effectiveness of the IC annotation method in other con-
texts and for other events. To the best of our knowledge, no datasets of fake news focused on specific real-world events are
available. To simulate a dataset of fake news with this characteristic, we started from a dataset developed for a similar task,
namely the popular PHEME dataset for rumour detection and veracity classification [37,45]. The PHEME dataset is suitable
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for our purposes as it contains groups of rumours concerning the same real-world event. Specifically, PHEME is a dataset
annotated at different levels for rumour-related tasks. It contains Twitter conversation threads associated with nine real-
world events (Charlie Hebdo shooting, Sidney Siege hostage situation, Ferguson unrest, etc.). The conversation consists of
a source tweet propagating a rumour and its responses that comment, support or deny the source tweet. Each tweet in
the dataset is labeled either as a rumour or a non-rumour. Rumours (and associated conversation) are further grouped into
stories, (also referred as categories) by expert journalists. Finally, each story is labeled as true, false, or unverified, based on if
it was proven to be false, confirmed as true, or remained unverified [37,45].

To simulate our target real-world scenario (i.e., new fake news concerning real-world events), we proceeded as follows.
From PHEME, we selected the tweets belonging to one of the events included in it, namely the Charlie Hebdo attack of Jan-
uary 7, 2015. We used the categories annotated in the dataset to infer our context (already known) fake news. We slightly
modified the text of the PHEME category to construct our own context fake news. For example, given the category ‘‘Banksy
drew a tribute to Charlie Hebdo featuring 3 red pencils” we provided annotators with (i) the context: ‘‘A fake news emerged
in which a wall painting featuring 3 red pencils tributing Charlie Hebdo was wrongly attributed to the author Banksy.” and
(ii) the example Fake News: ‘‘Great picture by Banksy. So simple, yet so powerful. #JeSuisCharlie”.

Overall, we supplied annotators with 9 context fake news provided with an example (fake) tweet and we asked them to
annotate 262 texts (i.e., tweets). Real examples were selected from non-rumour tweets while Fake ones were selected from
the list of the rumours verified as Fake. For the sake of simplicity, we decided to use a balanced dataset (i.e., 131 real news
and 131 fake news) for our experiments. This choice also allowed us to measure the difference between the OOC and the IC
schemes, independently of other factors such as class imbalance. We collected the judgements using Prolific and we trained a
BERT [13] classifier on the annotated data to assess the method. For clarity, we refer to this annotation as PHEME-IC.

Like for the NDF dataset, we performed an additional crowdsourcing experiment providing the annotators with the same
set of 262 tweets to annotate real and fake news without any context information, which is assumed as our baseline. We
refer to this annotation as PHEME-OOC. In both crowdsourcing campaigns (i.e., IC and OOC), 20 annotators were asked to
rate each data-point based on its veracity.

Figs. 12 and 13 show the number of misclassified items in the two annotation experiments, with respect to the PHEME
gold labels. We refer to these labelling as PHEME-GOLD.

Similar to the experiments provided in Section 5.1, we used PHEME-IC and PHEME-OOC annotated data to train the clas-
sifier and we challenged the system to predict the original PHEME labels (i.e., PHEME-GOLD).

All the experiments reported in this section have been performed with the same parameters. We used a bert-base-

uncased pre-trained model and fine-tuned it on the task data. We trained the model for 2 epochs to avoid overfitting.
We used a batch size of 8 and a learning rate of 2e-5 as suggested in [13]. The other parameters were left to their default
configuration in the huggingface implementation.5

Tables 8 and 9 and Figs. 14 and 15 report the obtained results and provide a comparison between the OOC and the IC
annotation methods on the same data-points.

It is important to note that PHEME gold labels were obtained slightly differently from our manually-fact-checked anno-
tation. In particular, to the best of our knowledge, annotators were not allowed to track the texts to their own origin to
decide about their veracity. We speculate that in this case annotators started from annotated categories and used them to
make their own decision. Therefore, in order to obtain manually-fact-checked labels similar to the ones contained in the
NDF dataset, we performed an additional manual annotation in which the exploitation of additional sources on the Web
was allowed. We refer to this additional annotation as PHEME-MFC.

Figs. 16 and 17 show the number of misclassified items in the two annotation experiments, namely PHEME-IC and
PHEME-OOC, with respect to the PHEME-MFC ones.

Finally, we tested our PHEME-OOC and PHEME-IC classifiers on the MFC labels. The results are reported in Tables 10 and
11 and Figs. 18 and 19.

The obtained results show the inadequacy of the OOC annotation for the task. This is consistent with the results of the
correlation among the various annotation schemes with respect to the PHEME-GOLD and the PHEME-MFC labels, shown
in Fig. 20. Notably, the OOC and IC methods correlate very differently with both the original PHEME gold labels and an expert
human annotation.
6. Discussion

Our experiments brought to light several aspects of the problem of creating and annotating datasets for fake news
identification.

First of all, our experiments reveal that the task of detecting fake news is still open for both automatic systems and
humans. Human abilities to recognize fake news is a crucial aspect since automatic systems are generally trained on
human-rated data, thus their reliability is propagated on automatic decision systems. The experiments discussed in this
paper showed that providing humans with different information during annotation impacts the quality of the labelled
dataset.
5 https://huggingface.co/
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Fig. 12. PHEME-OOC ratings wrt the PHEME-GOLD.

Fig. 13. PHEME-IC ratings wrt the PHEME-GOLD.

Table 8
Performance obtained by the BERT classifier trained
on PHEME-OOC and tested on the PHEME-GOLD.

metric score

accuracy 0.642
weighted avg precision 0.419
weighted avg recall 0.642
weighted avg f1-score 0.506
macro avg precision 0.321
macro avg recall 0.500
macro avg f1-score 0.389
class Real precision 0.642
class Real recall 1.000
class Real f1-score 0.779
class Fake precision 0.000
class Fake recall 0.000
class Fake f1-score 0.000
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We experimented with two different ways to label the dataset, consisting of a simple standard crowdsourcing experiment
where raters were asked to label a piece of content without any supporting information (OOC setting), and of a second
crowdsourcing experiment in which the raters were also provided with a small set of already known fake news about the
event at hand (IC setting). Both the classifiers were tested on manually fact-checked fake and real news to evaluate their
capability to match expert human annotations.

It is clear that deciding if a particular piece of content is a fake or a real news is a very difficult and subjective task. On the
one hand, such a decision often presupposes deep knowledge of the facts that occurred in a particular context. On the other
hand, it requires the recognition of deceitfulness indicators showing the partial alteration of the content of real news.
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Table 9
Performance obtained by the BERT classifier trained
on PHEME-IC and tested on the PHEME-GOLD.

metric score

accuracy 0.727
weighted avg precision 0.752
weighted avg recall 0.727
weighted avg f1-score 0.724
macro avg precision 0.717
macro avg recall 0.705
macro avg f1-score 0.695
class Real precision 0.813
class Real recall 0.753
class Real f1-score 0.768
class Fake precision 0.620
class Fake recall 0.658
class Fake f1-score 0.623

Fig. 14. ROC curves and AUCs obtained by the BERT classifier trained on PHEME-OOC and tested on the PHEME-GOLD.

Fig. 15. ROC curves and AUCs obtained by the BERT classifier trained on PHEME-IC and tested on the PHEME-GOLD.
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Fig. 16. PHEME-OOC ratings wrt the PHEME-MFC.

Fig. 17. PHEME-IC ratings wrt the PHEME-MFC.

Table 10
Performance obtained by the BERT classifier trained
on PHEME-OOC and tested on PHEME-MFC.

metric score

accuracy 0.481
weighted avg precision 0.240
weighted avg recall 0.481
weighted avg f1-score 0.318
macro avg precision 0.240
macro avg recall 0.500
macro avg f1-score 0.322
class Real precision 0.481
class Real recall 1.000
class Real f1-score 0.645
class Fake precision 0.000
class Fake recall 0.000
class Fake f1-score 0.000
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We are well aware that the ideal case would be to train automatic classifiers on gold data labelled by experienced fact-
checkers, but we also know that real-world applications can hardly afford such type of in-depth manual annotation of entire
datasets in a short time. However, we can argue that providing a small amount of contextual information to the annotators at
rating time allows us to obtain a satisfactory approximation of the ideal setting.

The first interesting insight obtained by analysing our results is the fact that the labelling methodology is a key factor
when trying to match the quality of a manually annotated dataset containing an expert’s evaluation. We were able to show
that by providing contextual information to the annotators, the resulting labels were more helpful for the classifier in actu-
ally predicting the correct label for unseen, and manually fact-checked data. This may be due to two factors.
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Table 11
Performance obtained by the BERT classifier trained
on PHEME-IC and tested on PHEME-MFC.

metric score

accuracy 0.743
weighted avg precision 0.781
weighted avg recall 0.743
weighted avg f1-score 0.734
macro avg precision 0.774
macro avg recall 0.739
macro avg f1-score 0.727
class Real precision 0.710
class Real recall 0.844
class Real f1-score 0.757
class Fake precision 0.838
class Fake recall 0.635
class Fake f1-score 0.698

Fig. 18. ROC curves and AUCs obtained by the BERT classifier trained on PHEME-OOC and tested on the manually-fact-checked labels.

Fig. 19. ROC curves and AUCs obtained by the BERT classifier trained on PHEME-OOC and tested on the manually-fact-checked labels.
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Fig. 20. Correlation among the rating tasks on the adapted version of PHEME.
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First, the annotation scheme where raters are given more contextual information on potential fake news helped them in
producing more consistent labels with respect to the dataset labelled by the expert. This is confirmed by looking at the cor-
relation matrices between the various annotation methods. In the case of the NDF dataset, we can see a difference in terms of
correlation between the IC and the OOC method of 6%with respect to manually-fact-checked data (see Section 4, Fig. 5). This
difference becomes much more impressive on the PHEME dataset. In this case the difference in correlation between the IC
and OOC methods with respect to PHEME-GOLD labels is 68%, while it is 62% with respect to PHEME-MFC ones (see Sec-
tion 5.3, Fig. 20).

Second, as annotators are aware of the fact that the data they are analysing may contain fake news similar to the ones
provided to them, they may be biased to label them as such. This, in turn, has the effect of boosting the performances of
the classifier on the ‘‘Fake” class. This aspect is evident in both the NDF and the PHEME datasets. Interestingly, such bias also
exists when comparing this classifier with a similar one trained on manually fact-checked data on the NDF dataset. In this
case, we observe that the ‘‘biased” classifier performs better than the one trained on ‘‘correctly” labelled data. We can
hypothesize that a classifier learned on a vast amount of ‘‘correctly” labelled data would yield even better results. Neverthe-
less, the realistic situation in which a rather small topic-focused set of data can be collected and rapidly labelled to train a
classifier can benefit from the context-induced bias to improve the capability of recognizing the fake (minority) class. In
addition to this, as we aim also to empower users to detect news that may need further verification (i.e., potentially fake
ones), biasing the classifier towards improving the recall on this specific class may eventually be an efficient and effective
choice in real-world scenarios.

Moreover, since we did not observe this situation in the PHEME dataset, this effect may also be due to data imbalance. In
PHEME, in fact, where fake and real news are perfectly balanced, training the classifier on manually-fact-checked data is bet-
ter than training it on IC labelled data. We speculate that the effect of the bias is much more prominent in unbalanced data-
sets like real-world ones are.

Concerning the experiments shown in Section 5.1, we can make more in-depth observations. Comparing the results
obtained from the two classifiers trained on crowdsourcing data (see Tables 4 and 5 and Figs. 8 and 10), we noticed that
the IC model has a much higher ability to distinguish fake from real news, with an overall higher macro-average F-Score
(þ2%), and a marked better ability to recognize fake news, with a higher Recall (þ10%) on the Fake class.

The second experiment of this subsection was oriented to simulate the real-world scenario in which the classifiers are fed
with few, already known data, in our case regarding 7 already known fake news (see Tables 6 and 7). As expected, adding
such data-points improved the performance of the IC classifier given the boost attributed to the minority class. However, no
improvement has been observed by adding them to the OOC classifier, which instead deteriorated in predicting manually-
fact-checked data. This fact is probably due to the diverse linguistic cues and complexity of the data-points already present
in the OOC training set, namely the ones annotated without knowing anything about already established fake news. We can
argue that the class attributed by raters to these data-points in the OOC crowdsourcing setting is mostly based on their sur-
face characteristics and general credibility and not on other more content-based aspects of the phenomenon, such as their
similarity with already known, intentionally distorted, and false news.

Finally, we challenged the classifiers on predicting the veracity of complex pieces of text. In this case we observed that
some fake news remain almost impossible to classify for both humans and automatic systems. We isolated a set of news
for which we did not find agreement among the labelling schemes, starting from the assumption that such news are the most
complex of the dataset. This set of news has been used as a test set while the remaining instances have been used for training
a new classifier. This experiment pointed out that, even if we train a classifier on ‘‘perfect” data (with complete agreement
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among all our labelling schemes, including the manually-fact-checked one), it is very difficult to recognize particularly com-
plex fake news because of their linguistic and semantic features. Interestingly, those complex news may also be considered
as a list of hard-to-detect fake news that emerge as a byproduct of our annotation experiments. In other words, it could be
argued that the fake news labelled as fake in all the labelling tasks are the easiest to detect based on their textual charac-
teristics, while those labelled differently across the tasks have a higher level of complexity and deceitfulness.

Beyond particularly complex cases, the overall results obtained for fake news detection are in line with the state-of-the-
art, despite they were obtained by fine-tuning a BERT classifier on a relatively small amount of data. Several strategies con-
tributed to this fact. First, the proposed approach is natively domain-adapted because it starts from the collection of the
news related to a particular target event or topic. Second, the support provided by the context is twofold. On the one hand,
it helps raters to produce labels that are more correlated with the ones labelled by an expert. On the other hand, it is helpful
when added as a set of additional instances in the training phase.

Moreover, the experiments aimed at comparing the number of data required to achieve satisfactory results with both
OOC and IC methods revealed that the use of an in-context annotation allows classifiers to obtain better performances for
all volumes of data considered. Actually, the gap between the performances increases as the data size increases (see
Fig. 11). This shows us that the method is more effective also when the volume of available data is limited.

Finally, by applying the proposed methodology to a different dataset we were able to assess its robustness and generality.
We are aware that the PHEME dataset is targeted to a different (albeit similar) task, and that its adaptation to our needs may
have introduced some noise. Nonetheless, evaluating the differences between the PHEME-OOC and PHEME-IC annotations
definitely showed us the effectiveness of the IC method, taking into account the clear difficulties encountered by raters in
discerning real from fake news. The PHEME-OOC annotation strongly diverges from the original gold labels (see Fig. 16),
making the resulting classifier unfeasible for the task (see Tables 8 and 10). Conversely, by providing raters with a small
number of already verified fake news about the event for the PHEME-IC annotation, we were able to achieve acceptable
results (see Tables 9 and 11), in line with the experiments conducted on the NDF dataset. This is also proven by considering
the performances achieved by the classifier trained on the NDF dataset with comparable amounts of data, as shown in
Fig. 11.
7. Conclusions

We have introduced a new methodology for collecting and labelling datasets of fake and real news. The proposed method
is oriented towards real applications potentially requiring a rapid domain adaptation. In these cases, the goal is to quickly
label high-quality data on particular events or subjects to be used to adapt existing models or to create new ones. In this
paper we focused on the second aspect, assessing the prediction ability of models built on a rather small domain-
dependent dataset.

The collection strategy starts from social media and gathers both social media data and newspaper articles linked to
them. The approach has been evaluated on a dataset consisting of real and fake news concerning the Notre Dame Fire of
2019.

Given such data, a new annotation method is proposed, which uses few contextual data consisting of already known fake
news about the topic with the aim of both accelerating the labelling and improving the quality of the labelled data. More-
over, contextual data have also proven to be effective as training instances. To evaluate how much the labelling scheme
impacts the final results, a state-of-the-art classifier has been trained and evaluated for its ability to match gold,
manually-fact-checked data. On the one hand, our study shows the limitation of using standard crowdsourcing settings
to collect data about highly subjective tasks. On the other hand, it proves that such limitations can be overcome by providing
all the raters with adequate contextual knowledge about the subject.

We have shown that already with a small amount of training data annotated with the IC method, the accuracy of the clas-
sifiers increases with respect to the training data annotated with standard OOC crowdsourcing. Furthermore, we have
pointed out how this difference in performance becomes larger as training data annotated with the proposed method
increase.

We have also experimented the IC method on another dataset, namely the PHEME dataset. We aimed to verify its robust-
ness and effectiveness on other contexts and events. The obtained results have proved that the proposed method allows con-
siderable improvement with respect to the standard OOC crowdsourcing in different scenarios.

Moreover, our work has confirmed that further research is needed to deal with particularly complex fake news, which
remain obscure and difficult to detect for both humans and automatic detection systems. We hope that future research
on these facets will be enabled by releasing the NDF dataset. Albeit being small and focused on a single subject, the presence
of several annotation layers will enable different types of experiments and serve for exploring linguistic and propagation
characteristics of the data. Furthermore, comparing the label distribution of the data among the annotation layers will shed
light on a crucial aspect of fake news, namely their different degrees of deceitfulness and duplicity.

The methodology for improved data annotation we propose is independent of the specific domain and task. In particular,
it may be applied to tasks where rating can be impacted by the actual knowledge of facts and/or by a strong subjective com-
ponent. In this paper, we addressed the former aspect, and we showed that annotators provided with factual knowledge are
better able to label the data for fake news detection. We believe that the latter aspect is also very interesting and complex. In
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future works, we will focus on jointly modelling subjective tasks and factual-oriented ones. In this context, it would be cru-
cial to study the interaction between factual knowledge and subjectivity, for example for the identification of hate speech
that is generated by fake news. We expect that our methodology can be used widely in the scientific community, thus
enabling the creation of a public repository with different datasets annotated as we have proposed in the paper. The repos-
itory would allow developing and experimenting with novel approaches to fake news detection and related problems, thus
contributing to solve or at least mitigate the negative impact and social effects of misinformation.
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